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students, courtesy of federal government
Terence Corcoran Nov 8, 2011 – 2:00 PM ET

For a sizzling expose of the latest activities of David Suzuki as master corporate-funded propagandist for the Jolly Green Left, 
excerpt from Ezra Levant’s TV show is a zinger. Chock full of detail, including excerpts from Suzuki

schools, it’s a marvelous summary of the gross inconsistencies and double-talk Suzuki has been bringing to Canadians for years. 

Over the decades, the government-funded CBC has been Suzuki’s conduit to fame and fortune. Now the 

promoting a Suzuki bio-documentary — is being used to reach students in live video links. The segment from Ezra Levant

show, The Source, has clips and commentary on Suzuki’s multitude of contradictions. Carbon emissions bad, carbon

good. Occupy Wall Street good. Corporations bad—except, presumably, the ones who give to Suzuki 

Some Suzukiisms, delivered to teenagers in schools: 

I am very, very excited about the Occupy movement, because it seems to be a continuation of the Arab Spring.

In their Occupy movement, they are beginning to point out the enormous inequities in a democratic society 

corporations have so much influence on affecting government policy?

Corporations are what are putting money into supporting political candidates. Rich people pour a huge 

supporting political candidates, and so when they get into office, they then, the politicians, tend to reflect the priorities of the 

people that are giving them money.” The federal government banned corporate and union donations to federal political parties 

and candidates in 2006.

Watch Ezra Levant as he cuts through it all.
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Another radical who should get zero funding and zero attention. 

7 hours ago 3 Likes 

Don't throw the baby out with the bathwater.Get rid of the nature of things not the CBC.There is a place for a National broadcaster.Cut the budget 

tv.Keep radio one and two,AS THEY USED TO BE,and newsworld.lose reg TV.All they do is hockey,Mercer and rubbish.Any number of 

Just another reason that government funding of CBC must stop. The socialistic/communistic programs and people should get their own funding 

"global warmers" not from taxpayers.

Either stop funding or enforce legislation for "full, true and plain" disclosure for all broadcasting, with huge fines, long jail times and prohibition from ever 

funds (pensions, advertising, "research" funds,etc) or holding public office for any breach; just like officers of publicly listed companies. 
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